
GUYBAVU& 
HAIM GOLDENBE 
BAKORE MAGIC 
LECTURE TOUR 

Get ready for a rare opportunity to meet and learn from two of the world's greatest thinkers ana creators of 
today's modern Magic and Mentalism. Guy Bavli & Haim Goldenberg are working professional corporate 
Mentalists and TV performers. They are known for their creativity and practical thinking, bringing effects that 
astounded both Magicians and lay audiences time after time! 

Each and together created dozens of effects that became classic and are performed by leading Magicians on 
both live shows and TV. 

They are also the founders of BakoreMAGIC.com (Together with Amir Lustig). During the Pandemic, they 
changed the face of Virtual Magic by presenting many effects that became classic and performed on all 
major TV shows such as (AGT, BGT, Ellen, James Cordon, Fool-Us, and more). 

About the lecture: 
Bavli & Goldenberg will present some of their new and classic work with unique observation and thought from 
two different creative minds. How to be creative, construct a routine that will work and sell, be believable and 
bring the best of yourself into your performance, and many different practical effects you will be thrilled to 
add to your repertoire. 
In addition, they will present and teach their original effects in various styles, such as PK Touches, Rubik's 
Cubes, Nail writers, Cards, Picture duplications, Predictions, Metal bending, and more, as time allows. 

Guy Bavli: 
A world-renowned Mentalist with a 
long and successful career. Bavli spe
cialized in visual Mind Entertainment 
and Telekinesis. Bavli appeared in 
hundreds of TV shows and headlined in 
many casinos and theaters worldwide, 

including his residence Casino show. He is also a 
consultant of Magic for both TV and theaters. 

Haim Goldenberg: 
1 One of the most original and funny Men-
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talists with a unique artistic style. Top 
corporate performer and the star of his 
own TV show, "GolMind" Goldenberg is a 
esteemed authority in Mentalism today 

a and has worked with leading names in 
the industry. He travels around the world lecturing, 
consulting for TV, and never stops creating new ideas. 


